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Abstract

We present single-ionization cross sections of helium for positron impact within the framework of classical trajectory

Monte Carlo (CTMC) method and compare with Coulomb distorted-wave models and experimental data. The incident

positron energy was varied between the ionization threshold and 500 eV. Our results are in agreement with the exper-

imental data. We also present ionization cross sections where the He+ ion remains either in the 1s ground state or is

simultaneously excited into the 2s or 2p state.

� 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Ionization of helium by positron impact has

been extensively studied both theoretically and

experimentally [1–5] during the last decades. The

first quantum-mechanical calculation of the ioni-
zation cross section for positron impact of helium

was carried out with the first-order Born approxi-

mation by Basu et al. [6]. The first classical trajec-

tory Monte Carlo (CTMC) calculation was carried

out by Schultz and Olson [7]. The time-dependent
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coupled-channel method was implemented with

hyperbolic positron trajectories in the energy range

of 6–1000 eV by Chen and Msezane [8]. A more

elaborate coupled-channel method was presented

in [9] including positronium formation. A dis-

torted-wave method with close-coupled target
states was applied to calculate the total ionization

cross sections for noble gases in positron impact

up to about 1 keV [10].

In this work we present single-ionization cross

sections of helium following positron impact.

Our equivalent electron and non-equivalent elec-

tron CTMC calculations are compared with the

Coulomb distorted-wave Born approximation
(CDWBA) and with the experimental data. We
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also present partial ionization cross sections where

the He+ ion remains either in the 1s ground state

or excited into the 2s or 2p states. Atomic units

are used throughout the paper unless otherwise

indicated.
2. Theory

2.1. Classical trajectory Monte Carlo

approximations

In both versions of the present CTMC ap-
proach, Newton�s classical non-relativistic equa-

tions of motions for a three- or four-body system

are solved numerically for a statistically large

number of trajectories for given initial conditions.

The equations of motion were integrated using a

standard Runge–Kutta method.

2.2. Non-equivalent electron CTMC model

(NEE-CTMC)

The four structureless particles are character-

ized by their masses and charges. The forces acting

among the four bodies are taken to be Coulombic.

The interaction between the two active electrons of

the helium atom is neglected during the collision.

The impact parameter of the projectile as well as
the positions and the velocities of the electrons

moving in the field of the target nucleus are ran-

domly chosen. The binding energies of the elec-

trons in the He atom are set to 2 a.u. and

0.903 a.u., respectively [11,12]. The various final

states are identified at large distances from the col-

lision center. For the case of the ionization with

simultaneous excitation, the classical n-level for
the remaining bound electron can be assigned

according to

nc ¼ q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l=2U

p
; ð1Þ

where q is the charge of the target nucleus, U is the

binding energy of the electron and l is the reduced

mass of the electron and its ionic nucleus. Simi-

larly, the classical orbital angular momentum of

the bound electron can be defined by

lc ¼ ½ðx _y � y _xÞ2 þ ðx_z� z _xÞ2 þ ðy _z� z _yÞ2�1=2; ð2Þ
where x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates of the

electron relative to the target nucleus. According

to Becker and MacKellar [13], the classical values

of nc can be ‘‘quantized’’ in terms of a quantum le-

vel n satisfying the following relation:

½ðn� 1Þðn� 1=2Þn�1=3 6 nc 6 ½nðnþ 1=2Þðnþ 1Þ�1=3.
ð3Þ

The classical orbital angular momentum can

also be mapped onto an angular momentum quan-
tum number l satisfying the following relation [13]:

l 6 lcn=nc 6 lþ 1. ð4Þ
The total cross section for a specific event i is

calculated from

ri ¼
2pbmax

P
bi

N
. ð5Þ

The statistical uncertainty for a cross section is

given by:

Dri ¼ ri
N � Ni

NNi

� �1=2

. ð6Þ

In Eqs. (5) and (6) N is the total number of the

trajectories calculated for the impact parameters

less than bmax, Ni is the number of trajectories that

satisfy the criteria for the process under consider-

ation, bi is the actual impact parameter for the

event i specified by a set of collision product

criteria.

2.3. Equivalent electron CTMC model

(EE-CTMC)

The three particles in this model are the projec-

tile, one atomic active electron (e�) and the

remaining helium ion (He+). The interaction be-

tween the active target electron and the projectile

is Coulombic. For the description of the interac-
tion between the projectile and the helium core

and between the active electron and the helium

core a model potential is used which is based on

Hartree–Fock calculations [14]:

V ðrÞ ¼ ½ðZ � 1ÞXðrÞ þ 1�=r ð7Þ
where Z is the nuclear charge and

XðrÞ ¼ ½Hdðer=d � 1Þ þ 1��1
. ð8Þ
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Using energy minimization, Garvey et al. [15]

obtained the following parameters for He:

H = 1.77 a.u. and d = 0.381 a.u. The initial condi-

tions of an individual collision are chosen at suffi-

ciently large internuclear separation from the
collision center, where the interactions among the

particles are negligible. These initial conditions

are selected as described by Reinhold and Falcon

[16] for non-Coulombic systems. A microcanonical

ensemble characterizes the initial state of the tar-

get. The initial conditions were taken from this

ensemble, which is constrained to an initial bind-

ing energy of He(1s), 0.903 a.u. A three body,
three-dimensional CTMC calculation is performed

as described by Olson and Salop [17]. From the

trajectory calculations we obtain the one-electron

ionization probabilities as a function of the impact

parameter b as

P iðbÞ ¼
NiðbÞ
N

. ð9Þ

The single-ionization cross section of He can be

calculated as

rþ
i ¼ 2p

Z 1

0

b2P iðbÞdb. ð10Þ
2.4. Coulomb distorted-wave model

Our Coulomb distorted-wave model has been

introduced in detail in our previous work [18]

and here we give only a brief summary.

The model is defined by the Hamiltonian,

H ¼ � 1

2
r2

p þ HHe þ V p–He. ð11Þ

The first term stands for the kinetic energy of

the positron, HHe is the unperturbed helium Ham-

iltonian and Vp–He is the interaction operator be-

tween the positron and the target helium,

V p–He ¼
2

R
� 1

jR� r1j
� 1

jR� r2j
; ð12Þ

r1, r2 and R are the coordinates of electrons 1 and

2 and the projectile positron with respect to the

center of mass, respectively. We neglect any polar-

ization effects. Considering that the velocity of the

positron is large compared to the bound atomic
electrons we apply the following first Born approx-

imation formula from Mott and Massey [19] for

the differential ionization cross section:

drion

dX
¼

X
n

jfnðh;/Þj2; ð13Þ

where

fnðh;/Þ ¼
4p2l2k0

kn

�
Z Z Z

dr1 dr2 dRu
�
nðRÞW�

nðr1; r2Þ

� ½V p–He � 1=R�
� u0ðRÞWgðr1; r2Þ; ð14Þ

k0 is the wavenumber of the incoming positron de-
scribed by a plane wave u0(R) and kn is the wave

number for the outgoing positron approximated

by a Coulomb wave un(R) with charge Z = 1 be-

cause we calculate single-ionization. As for the ini-

tial helium state, Wg(r1, r2), we take the helium

ground state wavefunction obtained by diagonaliz-

ing the unperturbed helium Hamiltonian in a con-

figuration interaction (CI) basis of orthogonalized
two-particle functions.For the single-particle wave-

functions we use an angular momentum representa-

tion with spherical harmonics Y m
l , hydrogen-like

radial Slater functions and radial regular Coulomb

wave packets. Thewave packets form a discrete rep-

resentation of the continuumwhich can be incorpo-

rated into our finite basis set. We used 28 different

Coulomb wave packets in our basis with Z = 1
and Z = 2 different effective charges up to 4.4 a.u.

mean energy to equidistantly cover the helium spec-

trum up to 10 a.u. The diagonalization process

gives us 465 helium basis states. The method of

the Coulomb wave packets and the CI wavefunc-

tions calculation is described in [20]. For the L = 0

configurations we have used angular correlated

wavefunctions to get a ground state energy of
�2.901 a.u. which is reasonably accurate compared

to the ‘‘exact’’ value of �2.903 a.u. For the L = 1,2

states only sp or sd configurations were taken.

To calculate the total ionization cross section,

rion, we sum over those CI helium states

W�
nðr1; r2Þ whose energies lie in the helium contin-

uum and integrate over the solid angle dX. The
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energies of these single-ionized final helium states

W�
nðr1; r2Þ automatically define the energy of the

outgoing positron described by a Coulomb wave

through energy conservation.

To identify ionization channels leaving He+ in
the ground state or simultaneously excited into

the 2s or 2p Rydberg state, we use the complex scal-

ing method [21]. All single-ionization Rydberg

states lie on different straight lines in the complex

energy plane. These lines end on the real energy

axis. These end points are the corresponding en-

ergy values of the ionized helium atom e.g. He+(1s).
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the single-ionization cross sections

of He in collision with positrons. Our recent results

based on EE-CTMC and NEE-CTMC model to-

gether with the distorted-wave Born model are

compared with the experimental data [1–5] and
with the distorted-wave model calculations of

Campeanu et al. [22]. It is worth to mention that

all the presented data include the single-ionization

contributions only. The incident positron energy is

varied from the ionization threshold up to 500 eV.

Between the first ionization threshold (24.56 eV)
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Fig. 1. Positron impact ionization cross sections of helium.

Experimental data: (�) Knudsen et al. [2]; (m) Moxom et al. [5];

(d) Fromme et al. [1]; (s) Mori and Sueoka [3]; (h) Jacobsen

et al. [4]. The solid line presents EE-CTMC and the dash-dotted

line stands for NEE-CTMC results. The dashed curve shows

our distorted-wave results and the dotted line presents the work

of Campeanu et al. [22].
and 80 eV all the theoretical results are in good

agreement with the experimental data. Above this

energy NEE-CTMC results are about 60 percent

smaller than the experimental and other theoreti-

cal data. This can be attributed to the fact that
in NEE-CTMC approximation we completely ne-

glect the electron–electron interaction while in

EE-CTMC calculation it is partially taken into ac-

count via the distance dependent model potential.

Above 80 eV our distorted-wave model is about 5

percent larger than the calculations of Campeanu

et al. [22].

In the following we show the state selective ion-
ization cross sections where the He+ ion remains

either in the 1s ground state or is simultaneously

excited to the 2s or 2p state:

eþ þHeð1s2Þ ! Heþð1sÞ þ eþ þ e�. ð15Þ

eþ þHeð1s2Þ ! Heþð2sÞ þ eþ þ e�. ð16Þ

eþ þHeð1s2Þ ! Heþð2pÞ þ eþ þ e�. ð17Þ
Fig. 2 shows the partial single-ionization

cross sections described by Eqs. (15)–(17). As
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Fig. 2. Ionization cross sections of helium where the helium ion

is in a well defined state expressed by Eqs. (15)–(17). The three

full symbols stand for our NEE-CTMC results, m for He+(1s),

j for He+(2p) and (d) for He+(2s) reactions. The thick lines

represent our distorted-wave results. The solid line is for

He+(1s), dashed line for He+(2p) and the dash-dot-dashed line

is for He+(2s). The dotted thin line shows the results of Moores

[10] for He+(2s) and the thin dashed line stands for He+(2p).
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we expected the dominant contribution to the

ionization cross section arise from the channel

where the bound target electron remains in the

ground state after the collision. For the case of

the ionization with simultaneous excitation (see
Eqs. (16) and (17)) the cross sections are about

two order of magnitude smaller. In Fig. 2 we also

show the cross sections of ionization with simul-

taneous excitation obtained by the distorted-wave

calculations of Moores [10]. The present cross

sections based on the Coulomb distorted-wave

model are about a factor of 4 larger than those

of Moores. Due to the favorable dipole transi-
tion, ionization with excitation of the 2p state

is larger than that with excitation of the 2s state.

Similar effects were also observed for the excita-

tion of helium by protons [23]. Unfortunately,

no experimental data are available for these pro-

cesses so far in the case of positron impact. We

hope that our calculations together with the work

of Moores stimulate experimentalists to measure
the partial ionization cross sections for positron

impact.
4. Summary

We have presented CTMC and Coulomb dis-

torted-wave Born calculations and compared with
experimental data for ionization of helium in pos-

itron impact. Both our CTMC and Coulomb dis-

torted-wave model give reasonable agreement

with the experimental data. Due to our Coulomb

wave packet basis, our distorted-wave model rep-

resents the soft electron continuum of helium in a

more detailed manner, and yields larger cross

sections than the distorted-wave model of Cam-
peanu et al. [22]. Partial cross sections for ioniza-

tion and simultaneous excitation of the 2s and 2p

states have also been calculated and compared to

the distorted-wave calculations of Moores [10].

Our cross sections are 2–5 times larger than those

of Moores.
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